ENGINEERED AND MADE IN LEAN ITALY
Dear Customers,

SIP-ITALY is a division of our company specialized in the development and production of automatic units for Jeans & Trousers. We care to develop something new and different in terms of technical machinery features and production engineering.

Our passionate team has 25 years working experience in this field. With the technical and commercial support of Brother Industries, we achieve the goal to manufacture friendly use automatic work-stations, with best ratio in terms of productivity and versatility at the lowest running cost.

If you give the opportunity to introduce our technology and know-how in terms of production, we will help to gain factory efficiency, productivity and return of the investment.

The success of a company is the result of a synergic cooperation of our team in Italy and around the world, our supply chain/suppliers, our core business partner Brother Industries, our distributors and our end users.

Trust on us!

SIP-ITALY Team
One step solution means a package proposal of machinery and production know-how. We like to share and merge our know-how with the customer production management. The purchase of automatic units is a big challenge for the user because it's an investment in medium long terms. The machinery manufacture must be in the position to guarantee not only the service and machinery quality but the final productivity goals. Running cost is important as the capital investment.

SIP-ITALY & Brother project can be one step solution in terms of productivity output, manufacture quality, service after sales, technical support and spare part delivery in order to guarantee a reasonable running cost and R.O.I.

This is the package solution by SIP-ITALY in cooperation with Brother network in the worldwide market.
SIP-ITALY and Brother Industries LTD is a technical and commercial partnership for the development, manufacture and sales of automatic units for Jeans & Trousers.

The goal of this cooperation is a range of products perfectly integrated in terms of technical platform.

We are proud that Brother recognizes SIP-ITALY as loyal and reliable partner in terms of manufacture quality and service after sales.

BROTHER INDUSTRIES LTD
H.Q. Nagoya, JAPAN
www.brother.com

BROTHER MACHINERY (ASIA) LTD
Hong Kong, CHINA
www.brother.com.hk

BROTHER INTERNATIONALE INDUSTRIEMASCHINEN GmbH
Germany, EU
www.brother-ism.com

BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
New Jersey, USA
www.brother-usa.com
SIP-ITALY
WE THINK DIFFERENT ABOUT

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
TURN KEY SOLUTIONS
ENGAGEMENT AND RELATIONSHIP

SIP-ITALY
WHY CHOOSE US

BOOST YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
DROP RUNNING COSTS
LONG RUN CONFIDENCE
SIP-ITALY SIP-ITALY TURN KEY PROJECT

We like to merge our know-how with the customer production management. Turn key project brings the level of cooperation between us and customer on different scenario. In this case we get involved in different phases of new factory set up or upgrade of existing one.

- Complete support in the evaluation of factory site;
- Layout of cutting and stitching floor;
- Production flow chart study;
- Time and method efficiency analysis with efficiency goals;
- Machinery set up, training for sewing machine operator;
- Implementation and start of the garment production;
- Follow up of the production.

SIP-ITALY SIP-ITALY SERVICE AFTER SALES

The confidence in the back up service depends on the engineering of the units

- Common electronic hardware and software for standard and automatic sewing machines;
- Standard sewing head;
- Standard consumable parts;
- Standard pneumatic components available in all markets;
- ISO 9001 certificate manufacture process for attachment mechanical parts;
- Our units can be controlled in remote for diagnostic check and update of software;
- Sewing pattern for major units can be generated by Brother Software on PC;
- Freedom to outsource at cheapest price, just on time, not depending on us;
- On second half of the year, data transmission by Wi-Fi from standard and Automatic units to customer server in order to trace in remote all error data message, production data, running time and downtime. The customer management will be updated "on live".
Energy efficient sewing machines
We offer our sewing machines with low power consumption and running cost, employing compact motors developed in-house to best fit the machine heads.

Reliable quality
In accordance with the ISO 9001 quality management system and under our strict control, we provide top-quality industrial sewing machines in the industry.

Sewing machines with less noise
Taking particular care to vibration, noise quality, and quietness in machine operation, we produce a comfortable working environment.

Friendly use
Our units are not sophisticated exhibition products. Automatic work station must be simple, easy in the use by non-skilled operators, adjustment by technical maintenance staff. Our engineering team is the same who regularly visit the customers, R&D and people in the field are the same team.

Dependable service & support system
We have a dependable support system close to our customers to assure satisfactory operation of the machines.
MEET US
TURN KEY PROJECT, WE...

LISTEN YOU
PROPOSE OUR VISION
PLAN OUR ROADMAP
TAKE CARE ABOUT IMPLEMENTATION
CARE YOUR NEXT PROJECT

SIP-ITALY
AND OUR EXPERTS

TEAM BUILDING
PRODUCTIVITY BRAINSTORM
ACHIEVE THE TARGET
PROBLEM SOLVING
FUTURE NEEDS
PRODUCTION TAKT TIME
BALANCING PRODUCTION
MEET US AT YOUR PLACE

SIP-ITALY AT OUR PLACE

WHEREVER WITH OUR NETWORK
WITH A SOLUTION
JUST IN TIME

IN VERONA ITALY

GET IN TOUCH WITH
R&D ENGINEERS
OUR MADE IN LEAN IN ITALY
FUTURE NEEDS
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTION
ABOUT SIP-ITALY IS A DIVISION OF TORMEC AMBROI
mechatronics engineering and production

50 YEARS
SERVING TOP SECTORS
24/7 NON STOP PRODUCTIONS
PATENTED INNOVATIONS
PROCESS AUTOMATION

SINCE 50 YEARS
KNOW-HOW
TOTAL STAFF IN ITALY
RESIDENT ENGINEERS IN MAIN READY-MADE GARMENT COUNTRIES
ABOUT STATE OF THE ART

ENGINEERING CAD/CAM/PDM SOFTWARE
SKY CNC MACHINERY RANGE
METROLOGY QC. DEPT
AUTOMATIC WAREHOUSE SYSTEM
CLEAN ROOM ASSEMBLY
FULLY AUTOMATIC ROBOT FMC

ABOUT CERTIFICATED SUPPLIER FOR

STATE OF THE ART

INDUSTRIAL SECTORS

PACKAGING INDUSTRY
F1 AND MOTO GP RACING PARTS
WATCH CASES
AEROSPACE AND SATELLITE INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIAL SEWING MACHINES
DIGITAL PRINTING UNIT MFG
WAREHOUSE SHUTTLE SYSTEMS
Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success.

Henry Ford